Abstract-The purity identification of quantum errorcorrecting codes and symplectic self-orthogonal is a pivotal problem in quantum code theory. This work is dedicated to some issues of symplectic codes. First, by the MacWillams identity, a fast algorithm to determine the weight polynomial of high-dimension symplectic codes is designed; second a solution to seek for the dual codes of symplectic codes is derived; third the effective method to identify the purity of symplectic codes is obtained; and at last constructions of symplectic selforthogonal codes are given, resulted three impure symplectic self-orthogonal codes, the quantum codes stabilized by the three impure symplectic self-orthogonal codes are optimal. The above work may offer new methods for purity identification of symplectic self-orthogonal codes and quantum error-correcting codes.
INTRODUCTION
Symplectic codes present itself with the stabilizer quantum error-correcting codes(QECCs) [1] . In 1998, Calderbank, Rains, Shor and Sloane established the connection between symplectic codes and QECCs, and they proved that each symplectic self-orthogonal code corresponds to a stabilizer quantum error-correcting code uniquely [2] . Laterly, the class of symplectic codes that can be converted to linear codes have been determined based on some basic principles in linear coding theory. Research on the distance and weight distribution properties of this special class of symplectic self-orthogonal codes contributed to quantum code constructions. While as time goes by, there still lacks of a promising generic theory and method in weight calculation and purity identification of symplectic self-orthogonal codes, restricted the development of quantum coding theory. Then this paper is dedicated to such related problems. 
II. BASIC CONCEPTS ON SYMPLECTIC
symplectic inner product of  and  is defined as 
Symplectic self-orthogonal code is a base in constructing QECCs, and is a main topic in considerable research area of QECCs. To construct QECCs, firstly the corresponding symplectic self-orthogonal codes should be constructed, and then determine the parameters of the constructed QECCs from the symplectic self-orthogonal code and its dual code.
III. METHODS OF WEIGHT CALCULATION FOR SYMPLECTIC CODES
As the symplectic weight is obviously different from that of classical Hamming weight, hence the present existed methods and softwares to calculate Hamming weight and determine Hamming-weight polynomial can't be directly applied to determine the symplectic-weight polynomial of symplectic codes. And furthermore, the determination of the symplectic weight and the symplectic-weight polynomial is more complex than that of the Hamming weight and the Hamming-weight polynomial. Hence a fast algorithm to determine the symplectic-weight polynomial of a symplectic code C is an urgent task in symplectic code research.
Suppose the generator matrix of a symplectic code C is 
and the coefficient of k z can be written in the form . All these are well known facts [3] . For symplectic code, analogous results can also be derived as follows.
A. Dentification of symplectic self-orthogonal code
Let the generator matrix of the symplectic code 
V. IDENTIFICATION OF IMPURE CODES AND EXAMPLES
In the past few decades, almost all the quantum codes constructed are pure codes except for few sporadic cases. What are the characteristics of impure codes ? What impure codes have performance better than pure codes? These problems are still remained unsolved yet.
When using a symplectic self-orthogonal code C to construct qutum code Q , the minimum distance d of the quantum code is the minimum distance in
, then the code Q and C are called puer codes;
otherwise impure.
Purity Identification of symplectic self-orthogonal code
Let C be a symplectic self-orthogonal code, the symplectic weight polynomial of C is    Based on the theory foundation and search algorithm in previous sections, we obtain classes of symplectic selforthogonal codes, but most of them are pure codes, only a few are impure symplectic self-orthogonal codes. These
